
Cozy up to fall’s
WARMEST PROJECTS!



STYLISH STORYTIME
Matching mother-daughter outfits 
are in. We chose Simplicity 8856 
in a cozy checked flannel that will 
make every Saturday morning 
snug as a bug.
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FALL FASHION
Nothing says fall like cozy hoodies. 
We chose a hooded long-sleeved t-shirt 
from our Wearables Department and 
added plaid flannel lining to the hood. 
Finish the fabric with a matching pocket 
to keep your hands warm—one yard of 
your favorite plaid is all you’ll need!
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FOR DAYDREAMING
Catch some Zzz’s with these 
matching sleep masks! 
We simplified Simplicity 8806 
to match our theme and make 
naptimes just a little bit easier. 
Tip: Using elastic ribbon instead 
of fabric casing for the straps 
makes this project come 
together just in time for bed.

FALLIN’ FOR YOU
Who knew sewing could be so 
simple? For his shirt: Check out 
McCall’s 6613. For a detailed 
look at this no-sew vest: just 
keep scrolling. 
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LIVE YOUR VEST LIFE
This vibrant vest is so simple 
to make, you don’t even need 
a sewing machine. Pick your 
favorite flannel and cut a 
rectangle 55 ½ x 31 ½".  Fold 
the rectangle in half and mark 
armholes at 7" from the folded 
side and 5 ¼" from the raw edge. 
Finish the raw edges by covering 
them with bias tape and voila—
you’ve got a fantastically warm 
statement piece!



POSH PLAID
This purse is the warmest 
accessory of the season. 
Using bag E of McCall’s 4400, 
we substituted faux leather 
strips (attached with rivets) in 
place of pre-made handles. 
We also added purse feet 
for extra support. Don’t like 
shoulder straps? Cut a longer 
strap and turn this tote into 
a crossbody bag! Tablecloth: 
Cut a 44 x 44" square of fabric 
and sew around the edge, 
leaving 1" on each side. 
Fray the edges to finish. 

CUDDLE-WORTHY CHECK
Basic blankets don’t have to be ordinary! Created from two pieces 
of 44 x 66" fabric, a little pompom trim, and just a few stitches, this 
easy-as-pumpkin-pie project will keep you warm all season long!
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FROM THE COVER
Breakfast is for making memories 

in matching loungewear. 
Adult: Simplicity 3971 

(coordinate with custom iron-on 
decals on matching tees). 

Child: Simplicity 8806.

MATCH YOUR PLAID

This darling duo will keep you warm 
when the weather gets colder. To 
make the hat, we followed McCall’s 
7766, substituting a trendy leather 
buckle for flowers. The scarf is 
fashioned from one 44 x 72” 
piece of matching plaid fabric 
and a leather strap. It’s that easy!

PARK PONCHO

Simplicity 8756 shows you 
how to create this peppy 
poncho for the stylish kiddo 
in your life. Black leather 
fringe trim ups the wow factor 
on this delightful eye-catcher. 
Teddy bear and pigtails are 
totally optional!
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DO NOT ALLOW CHILDREN TO COMPLETE PROJECTS ALONE. ADULT SUPERVISION REQUIRED.


